February 06, 2019 Council of School Councils (COSC)
Meeting Survey Results
Total number of attendees that signed in: 79

Total survey responses: 54

Respondents were asked to rate their agreement or disagreement with the
following statements as: Strong Agree, Agree, Disagree, and Strongly
Disagree. Below are the responses that were received.
1.

This meeting provided me with useful information.
 13 strongly agree (45 per cent)
 16 agree (55 per cent)
 0 disagree (0 per cent)
 0 strongly disagree (0 per cent)
 0 did not answer (0 per cent)

2.

I had an opportunity to share my ideas and opinions at this meeting.
 11 strongly agree (38 per cent)
 18 agree (62 per cent)
 0 disagree (0 per cent)
 0 strongly disagree (0 per cent)
 0 did not answer (0 per cent)

3.

I enjoyed the opportunities to discuss topics with other CBE school
councils
 10 strongly agree (34 per cent)
 19 agree (66 per cent)
 0 disagree (0 per cent)
 0 strongly disagree (0 per cent)
 0 did not answer (0 per cent)

4.

Topics I’d like to see covered at future COSC meetings
 Can we discuss High School boundaries next meeting?

Other comments included:
The Propellus speaker was fantastic & energizing. Thanks! I wonder if these
are radical approaches to volunteering? Even a strong presentation is still
fairly familiar














Propellus was great!
Propellus was great.
Would like more information on what the "Caps" ?
Great presentation/presenter for Propellus.
The Propellus presenter was amazing! Great info.
Enjoyed meeting Mr. Usih! And felt the discussion with him.
The transportation group was effective & engaging.
Great meeting! Thank you!
Thank you and keep it up!
Propellus
Wonderful to meet Superintendent Usih. Excellent energy and
engagement with Sheena!
Very engaging speakers.
Propellus was excellent.


























Thank you to Chief Usih & Propellus
Really glad to be here for the topic of volunteers. Gathering
volunteers is so difficult for us.
Loved the volunteering presentation. Found it very engaging.
Would like to hear more ideas from other tables too.
Getting more time to interact with other councils (switching
people to different tables)
Appreciated hearing from our New Chief Superintendant.
Loved the guest speaker.
Thank you - this was helpful
I greatly appreciate being able to communicate at the tables
with a purpose.
Propellus was great (as before)
Nice to see the new Chief Superintendant.
Thank you
Loved the Propellus info.
I really have enjoyed the guest speakers brought in especially Sheena tonight.
This was a great mtg. - I appreciated hearing from the new
chief, from the transportation folks and the lady from Propellus
was wonderful. Also, thank you for not giving us busy work or
quizzes as in the past. The info provided an opportunity for Q
& A made it a good use of time.
Sharing ideas was kept very short - I always enjoy that part.
The Propellus presentation was very informative.
Excellent meeting tonight!!
Thank you
Great presentation by Sheena! An energetic & engaging
speaker!
Great Presenter
Need more organize as well agenda for School Council.
Very informative and stimulating session, especially the
discussion on incorporation of mental health awareness
curriculum in schools.
Can we discuss High School boundaries next meeting?
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